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to detecting a successive user-input action gesture performed
in the functionally-active region subsequent to detection of
the precursory user-input preaction.
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NATURAL INPUT TRAINER FOR GESTURAL
INSTRUCTION
BACKGROUND

[0001] Computing devices may be con?gured to accept
input from different types of input devices. For example,
some computing devices utilize a pointer based approach in
Which graphics, such as buttons, scroll bars, etc., may be
manipulated via a mouse, touch-pad, or other such input
device, to trigger computing functions. More recent advances
in natural user interfaces have permitted the development of

computing devices that detect touch inputs.
[0002] HoWever, in some use environments, the number of
touch inputs may be signi?cant and require a user to commit
a large amount of time to learning the extensive set of touch

inputs. Therefore, infrequent or novice users may experience

a display responsive to a precursory user-input preaction per
formed in an instructive region.
[0011] FIG. 7 illustrates another example embodiment of a
computing device including an input-sensing subsystem con

?gured to detect precursory user-input preactions executed in
an instructive region and user-input action gestures executed
in a functionally-active region.
[0012]

FIG. 8 shoWs another exemplary embodiment of a

computing device including an input device spaced aWay
from the display and con?gured to detect precursory user
input preactions executed in an instructive region and user

input action gestures executed in a functionally active region.
[0013] FIG. 9 shoWs a process How depicting an example
method for operating a computing device.
[0014] FIG. 10 shoWs another process How depicting an
example method for operating a computing device.

frustration and dif?culty When attempting to operate a com

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

puting device utiliZing touch inputs.
[0015]
SUMMARY

[0003]

This Summary is provided to introduce a selection

of concepts in a simpli?ed form that are further described

beloW in the Detailed Description. This Summary is not
intended to identify key features or essential features of the
claimed subject matter, nor is it intended to be used to limit

the scope of the claimed subject matter. Furthermore, the
claimed subject matter is not limited to implementations that
solve any or all disadvantages noted in any part of this dis
closure.
[0004] A computing device that detects precursory user
input preactions executed in an instructive region and user

input action gestures executed in a functionally-active region
is provided. The computing device includes a natural input
trainer to present a predictive input cue on a display in

response to detecting a precursory user-input preaction per
formed in the instructive region. The computing device also
includes an interface engine to execute a computing function

The present disclosure is directed to a computing

device that a user can control With natural inputs, including

touch inputs, postural inputs, and gestural inputs. Predictive
input cues are presented on a display of the computing device

to provide the user With instructive input training, alloWing a
user to quickly learn gestural inputs as the user Works With the

device. A separate training mode is not needed. The predictive
input cues may include various graphical representations of

proposed user-input gestures having associated computing
functions. Additionally, the predictive input cues may include
a contextual function previeW graphically representing a fore
shadoWed implementation of the computing function. In this
Way, instructions pertaining to the implementation of a pre
dicted user-input gesture as Well as a previeW of the comput

ing function associated With the predicted user-input gesture
may be provided to the user.
[0016] FIG. 1 shoWs a schematic depiction of a computing

device 10 including a display 12 con?gured to visually
present images to a user. The display 12 may be any suitable

in response to detecting a successive user-input action gesture

touch display, nonlimiting examples of Which include touch

performed in the functionally-active region subsequent to
detection of the precursory user-input preaction.

emitting diode (OLED) displays, and rear projection displays

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

sensitive liquid crystal displays, touch-sensitive organic light
With infrared, vision-based, touch detection cameras.

[0017]

The computing device 10 includes an input sensing

subsystem 14. Suitable input sensing subsystems may

[0005] FIG. 1 schematically shoWs an example embodi
ment of a computing device including an input-sensing sub

include an optical sensing subsystem, a capacitive sensing

system con?gured to detect precursory user-input preactions

thereof. It Will be appreciated that the aforementioned input

executed in an instructive region and user-input action ges
tures executed in a functionally-active region.
[0006] FIG. 2 illustrates an example input sequence in
Which a precursory user-input preaction is performed in an
instructive region proximate to a display and a user-input

sensing subsystems are exemplary in nature and alternative or
additional input sensing subsystems may be utiliZed in some

subsystem, a resistive sensing subsystem, or a combination

embodiments.

[0018] The input sensing subsystem 14 may be con?gured
to detect user-input of various types. As explained in detail

action gesture is subsequently performed against a display.
[0007] FIG. 3 illustrates another example input sequence in

beloW, user input can be conceptually divided into tWo

Which a precursory user-input preaction is performed in an
instructive region proximate to a display and a user-input

preactions refer to, for example, the posture of a user’s hand
immediately before initiating an action gesture. A precursory

action gesture is subsequently performed against a display.

preaction effectively serves as an indication of What action
gesture is likely to come next. An action gesture, on the other
hand, refers to the completed touch input that a user carries
out to control the computing device.

[0008]

FIG. 4 illustrates an example input sequence in

Which a precursory user-input preaction, Which is not in a

recogniZable posture, is performed proximate to a display.
[0009] FIG. 5 illustrates an example input sequence in
Which a precursory user-input preaction having a form that is

not preferred is performed.
[0010] FIG. 6 illustrates another example input sequence in
Which a ?rst and a second predictive input cue is presented on

typesiprecursory preactions and action gestures. Precursory

[0019] The input sensing subsystem 14 may be con?gured
to detect both precursory user-input preactions executed in an
instructive region and user-input action gestures executed in a

functionally-active region. In the embodiment depicted in
FIG. 1, the precursory user-input preactions are user-input
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hovers staged away from the display and the user-input action
gestures are user-input touches executed against the display.
Therefore, the functionally-active region is a sensing surface
16 of the display and the instructive region is a region 18
directly above a sensing surface of display. It Will be appre
ciated that the functionally-active region and the instructive
region may have different spatial boundaries and the precur
sory user-input preaction and the user-input action gestures
may be alternate types of inputs. An example alternative

input trainer (e.g., natural input trainer 20 of FIG. 1) may
determine the characteristics of the detected user-input hover.
The characteristics may include a silhouette shape of the

hover input, the type and location of digits in the hover input,
angles and/or distances betWeen selected hover input points,
etc. It Will be appreciated that additional or alternate charac
teristics may be considered. The characteristics of the user

input hover may be compared to a set of recognized postures.

Each recogniZed posture may have predetermined tolerances,

embodiment is discussed beloW With reference to FIG. 7. As

ranges, etc. Thus if the characteristics of the user-input hover

another alternative, a touch pad that is separate from the
display may be used to detect user-input touches executed

respondence is draWn betWeen the user-input hover and a

against the touch pad and user-input hovers staged aWay from
the display above the touch pad. It Will be appreciated that the
geometry, siZe, and location of the instructive region and the
functionally-active region may be selected based on the con
straints of the input sensing subsystem as Well as the bio
mechanical needs of the user.

[0020]

The computing device 10, depicted in FIG. 1, may

further include a natural input trainer 20 con?gured to present
a predictive input cue on the display 12 in response to the

input sensing subsystem 14 detecting a precursory user-input
preaction staged aWay from the display 12. In this Way, the
natural input trainer 20 may provide graphical indications of
a proposed user-input gesture, as described beloW by Way of
example With reference to FIGS. 2-6.

[0021]

The computing device 10 may additionally include

fall Within the predetermined tolerances and/or ranges a cor

recogniZed posture. Other techniques may additionally or
alternatively be used to determine if a user-input hover cor

responds to a recogniZed posture.
[0026] If a correspondence is draWn betWeen the user-input
hover and the recogniZed posture, a predictive input cue may
be presented on the display by a natural input trainer (e.g.,
natural input trainer 20 of FIG. 1), as shoWn at t2 of FIG. 2.
The predictive input cue may include a graphical representa
tion 216 of a proposeduser-input action gesture that is execut

able in the functionally-active region (e.g., on the display
surface). It Will be appreciated that the precursory user-input
preaction (e. g., user-input hover) may be an introductory step
in the user-input action gesture. In this particular scenario the
proposed user-input action gesture is a user-input touch
executable against the display and associated With a comput

an interface engine 22 to execute a computing function in

ing function. HoWever, alternate types of proposed user-input

response to the input sensing subsystem 14 detecting a suc

gestures may be graphically depicted. In this Way, the natural

cessive action gesture performed in the functionally-active
region subsequent to detection of the precursory posture. The
natural input trainer 20 and the interface engine 22 are dis

input trainer may present a predictive input cue on the display

cussed in greater detail herein With reference to FIGS. 2-8.
[0022] FIGS. 2-6 illustrated various user-inputs and com

puting functions executed on display 12 of computing device
10. The text “hover” and “touch” marked on the hands 201
shoWn in FIGS. 2-6 is provided to differentiate betWeen a

user-input hover and a user-input touch. Therefore, the hands

in response to the input sensing subsystem detecting the pre
cursory input gesture. The input cue can be presented on the
display before a user continues to perform an action gesture.
Therefore, the input cue can serve as visual feedback that

provides the user With real time training and can help the user
perform a desired action gesture. It Will be appreciated that
alternate actions may be used to trigger the presentation of the
predictive input cue in some embodiments.

marked “hover” indicate that the hand is position in an

[0027] The graphical representation 216 of the proposed

instructive region above the display and the hands marked

user-input action gesture may include various icons such as

“touch” indicate that a portion of the hand is in direct contact

arroWs 218 illustrating the general direction of the proposed

With a sensing surface of the display.

input as Well as a path 220 depicting the proposed course of

[0023]

FIG. 2 shoWs an input sequence 200 in Which a

the input. Such graphical representations provide the user

user-input hover is staged aWay from the display 12 of the
computing device 10 and a user-input touch is implemented
against the display. Various steps in the user-input sequence

With a graphical tutorial of a user-input action gesture. In
some examples, the graphical representation may be at least
partially transparent so as not to fully obstruct other objects
presented on the display. It Will be appreciated that the afore

are delineated via a timeline 212, Which chronologically
progresses from time t1 to time t4.
[0024] At t1, an input sequence is initiated by a user. The

initiation is executed through implementation of a precursory
posture 214. In the depicted scenario, the precursory posture
214 is a hover input performed by the user staged aWay from
the display in an instructive region (i.e., the space immedi

ately above the display 12). HoWever, it Will be appreciated

mentioned graphical representation of the proposed user
input action gesture is exemplary in nature and that additional
or alternate graphical elements may be included in the graphi
cal representation. For example, alternate or additional icons

may be provided, shading and/or coloring techniques may be
used to enhance the graphical depiction, etc. Furthermore,
audio content may be used to supplement the graphical rep

that the precursory posture may be another type of input. As
previously discussed, a user-input hover may include an input

resentation.

in Which one or more hands are positioned in an instructive

user-input action gesture may be associated With a computing
function. In other Words, execution of the proposed user-input
action gesture by a user may trigger a computing function. In
this example, the computing function is a resiZe function. In
other examples, alternate computing functions may be used.
Exemplary computing functions may include, but are not

region adjacent to the display. In some examples, the relative

position of the ?ngers, palm, etc., may remain substantially
stationary, and in other examples the posture can dynamically

change.
[0025] An input sensing subsystem (e. g., input sensing sub
system 14 of FIG. 1) may detect the precursory posture (e.g.,
user-input hover). In this particular embodiment, a natural

[0028] The graphical representation 216 of the proposed

limited to, rotating, dragging and dropping, opening, expand
ing, graphical adjustments such as color augmentation, etc.
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[0029]

Continuing With FIG. 2, the predictive input cue

user-input touches) associated With the user-input hover is not

may further include a contextual function preview 222

What the user intends to implement. In such cases, the user

graphically representing a foreshadowed implementation of

may perform a second user-input hover in an attempt to learn

the computing function. Thus, a user may see a previeW of the

the user-input action gesture that Will bring about the intended

computing function, alloWing the user to draW a cognitive
connection betWeen the user-input action gesture and the
associated computing function before an action gesture is

result. In this Way, a user may try out a number of different

implemented. In this Way, a user can quickly learn the com

[0035] If a the natural input trainer determines that the
second user-input hover 310 corresponds to a recogniZed
posture, the natural input trainer may present a second pre
dictive input cue on the display in response to the input

puting functions associated With various input gestures With
out having to carry out the actual gestures and corresponding
computing functions. A user may also quickly learn if a
particular gesture Will not produce an intended result, thus
alloWing a user to abandon a gesture before bringing about an

unintended result.
[0030] A user may choose to implement the proposed user

input action gesture in the functionally-active region, as
depicted at t3 and t4 of FIG. 2. The input sensing subsystem
may detect the user-input action gesture. The interface engine
may receive the detected input and in response execute the

computing function (e.g., resiZe) associated With the user
input action gesture. In the illustrated embodiment, the func
tionally-active region is the surface of the display. HoWever, it
Will be appreciated that in other embodiments the function
ally-active region may be bounded by other spatial con
straints, as discussed by Way of example With reference to

input hovers if the user is unfamiliar With the user-input action

gestures and associated computing functions.

sensing subsystem detecting the second user-input hover. The
second gestural cue may include a graphical representation
312 of a second proposed user-input action gesture execut

able in the functionally-active region (e.g., against the dis
play) and associated With a second computing function. As
shoWn, the second predictive input cue is different from the
?rst predictive input cue. The predictive input cue may further
include a contextual function previeW 314 graphically repre
senting a foreshadoWed implementation of the second com
puting function. A user may then choose to execute the second

proposed user-input action gesture against the display. In
response to the execution and subsequent detection of the

gesture by the input sensing subsystem, the interface engine
may implement a computing function (e. g., drag), as shoWn at

FIG. 7.
[0031] In some embodiments, a natural input trainer may

t4.
[0036]

further be con?gured to present the predictive input cue after
the user-input hover remains substantially stationary for a
predetermined period of time. In this Way, a user may quickly

user-input hover is staged aWay from the display 12. Various

implement a user-input action gesture (e.g., user-input touch)

initiation is executed through implementation of a user-input
hover 410. In the depicted scenario, the user-input hover is
detected by an input sensing subsystem and it is determined
by a natural input trainer that the user-input hover 410 does

Without assistance and avoid an extraneous presentation of
the predictive input cue When such a cue is not needed. Like

Wise, a user may implement a user-input hover by pausing for
a predetermined amount of time to initiate the presentation of

the predictive input cue. Alternatively, the predictive input
cue may be presented directly after the user-input hover is
detected.

[0032]

A user-input hover that remains stationary for an

extended amount of time after a ?rst predictive input cue is
presented may indicate that a, user needs further assistance.

Therefore, the natural input trainer may be con?gured to
present a second predictive input cue after the user-input
hover remains substantially stationary for a predetermined
period of time. The second cue can be presented in place of
the ?rst cue or in addition to the ?rst cue. The second cue, and
subsequent cues, can be presented to the user in an attempt to

FIG. 4 shoWs an input sequence 400 in Which a

steps of the user-input sequence are delineated via a timeline
402. At t1, an input sequence is initiated by a user. The

not correspond to a recogniZed posture.
[0037] At t2, a predictive input cue including a graphical
representation 412 of a proposed precursory user-input pre

action is presented on the display. The proposed input precur
sory posture may include various graphical elements 414
indicating the con?guration and location of a recogniZed
user-input posture so that a user may adjust the unrecogniZed

hover into a recogniZed posture. The proposed input precur
sory posture may be selected based on the characteristics of
the user-input hover 41 0. In this Way, a user may be instructed

to perform a recogniZed user-input hover sub sequent to detec
tion of an unrecognizable user-input hover. Additionally, the
proposed user-input hover may be associated With at least one

offer the user a desired gesture and resulting computing func
tion When the natural input trainer determines the user is not

input gesture and corresponding computing function.

satis?ed With the options that have been offered.

input hover 510 is staged aWay from the display 12. Various

[0033]

steps of the user-input sequence are delineated via a timeline
502. At t1, an input sequence is initiated by a user. The

FIG. 3 shoWs an input sequence 300 in Which a ?rst

user-input hover is staged aWay from the display 12 of the
computing device 10, and then a second user-input hover is
staged before a user-input touch is implemented against the
display. Various steps of the user-input sequence are delin
eated via a timeline 302.

[0038]

FIG. 5 shoWs an input sequence in Which a user

initiation is executed through implementation of a user-input
hover 510. In the depicted scenario, the user-input hover is
detected by an input sensing subsystem, as described above.
The user-input is determined to have a recogniZed posture and
an unconventional form or a form that is not preferred by a

[0034] Times t1 and t2 of FIG. 3 correspond to times t1 and
t2 of FIG. 2. That is, timeline 302 of FIG. 3 begins the same
as timeline 212 of FIG. 2. HoWever, unlike timeline 212
Where the user executes a user-input action gesture after the

based on various characteristics of the user-input hover, such

?rst predictive input cue is presented, timeline 302 shoWs the

as the input hand (i.e., right hand, left hand), the digits used

user instead staging a second user-input hover 310 above
display 12. For example, a user may observe the predictive

for input, the location of the input(s), etc. In some examples a
conventional form may be bio-mechanically effective. That is
to say that the user may complete an input gesture initiated

input cue and realiZe that the user-input action gesture (e.g.,

natural input trainer.
[0039] The form of the user-input hover may be assessed
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With an input posture Without undue strain or stress on their

include a graphical representation 718 of a proposed user

body (e.g., ?ngers, hands, and arms). For example, the dis

input action gesture executable in the functionally-active

tance a user can spread tWo digits on a single hand is limited

region and associated With a computing function if the pre
cursory posture corresponds to a recogniZed posture. The
predictive input cue may further include a contextual function

due to the con?guration of the joints in their ?ngers. Thus, a
spreading input performed With tWo digits on a single hand
may not be a bio-mechanically effective form. HoWever, a

previeW 720 graphically representing a foreshadoWed imple

spreading input performed via bi-manual input may be a
bio-mechanically effective form. Thus, a predictive input cue
including a graphically representation 512 of a proposed
user-input hover suggesting a bi-manual input may be pre
sented on the display. In the depicted embodiment, the pre

mentation of the computing function.
[0044] The capture device 722 may be used to recogniZe

dictive input cue includes text. HoWever, in other examples
additional or alternate graphical elements or auditory ele

via any suitable technique (e.g., time-of-?ight, structured
light, stereo image, etc.). As such, the capture device may

ments may be used to train the user.
[0040] FIG. 6 shoWs an input sequence in Which a user

input hover 610 is staged aWay from the display 12. Various
steps of the user-input sequence are delineated via a timeline
602. At t1, an input sequence is initiated by a user. The

initiation is executed through implementation of a user-input

and analyZe movement of the user in the instructive region as

Well as the functionally-active region. The capture device
may be con?gured to capture video With depth information

include a depth camera, a video camera, stereo cameras,

and/or other suitable capture devices.

[0045] For example, in time-of-?ight analysis, the capture
device 722 may emit infrared light to the target and may then
use sensors to detect the backscattered light from the surface

of the target. In some cases, pulsed infrared light may be used,
Wherein the time betWeen an outgoing light pulse and a cor

hover 610. The user-input hover is detected by an input sens
ing subsystem and determined to correspond to a recogniZed
posture by a natural input trainer, as described above.
[0041] In response to detection of the-user input hover, a
predictive input cue is presented on the display at t2. In the
depicted embodiment, the predictive input cue includes a

to determine a physical distance from the capture device to a
particular location on the target. In some cases, the phase of

graphical representation 612 of a ?rst proposed user-input
action gesture (e.g., user-input touch) executable in the func
tionally-active region and associated With a ?rst computing

shift may be used to determine a physical distance from the
capture device to a particular location on the target.

function and a graphical representation 614 of a second pro

posed user-input action gesture executable in the function
ally-active region and associated With a second computing
function. The predictive input cue may further include a ?rst

contextual function previeW 616 graphically representing a
foreshadoWed implementation of the ?rst computing function
and a second contextual function previeW 618 graphically
representing a foreshadoWed implementation of the second
computing function. In this Way, a number of proposed user
input action gestures may be presented to the user at one time,

responding incoming light pulse may be measured and used
the outgoing light Wave may be compared to the phase of the
incoming light Wave to determine a phase shift, and the phase

[0046] In another example, time-of-?ight analysis may be
used to indirectly determine a physical distance from the
capture device to a particular location on the target by ana

lyZing the intensity of the re?ected beam of li ght over time via
a technique such as shuttered light pulse imaging.
[0047] In another example, structured light analysis may be
utiliZed by capture device to capture depth information. In
such an analysis, patterned light (i.e., light displayed as a
knoWn pattern such as a grid pattern or a stripe pattern) may

alloWing the user to quickly expand their gestural repertoire.
Different predictive input cues may be presented With visu

be projected onto the target. On the surface of the target, the
pattern may become deformed, and this deformation of the
pattern may be studied to determine a physical distance from

ally distinguishable features (e.g., coloring, shading, etc.) so

the capture device to a particular location on the target.

that a user may intuitively deduce Which cues are associated

[0048]

With Which gestures.

tWo or more physically separated cameras that vieW a target

[0042]

from different angles, to obtain visual stereo data. In such

FIG. 7 illustrates another embodiment of a comput

ing device 700 including an input-sensing subsystem con?g
ured to detect precursory user-input preactions executed in an

In another example, the capture device may include

cases, the visual stereo data may be resolved to generate a

depth image.

instructive region 714 anduser-input action gestures executed

[0049]

in a functionally-active region 712. As shoWn, the function
ally-active region 712 and the instruction region 714 may be
3-dimensional regions spaced aWay from a display 710.
Therefore, the instructive region may constitute a ?rst 3-di
mensional volume and the functionally-active region may

ing device 800 including an input-sensing subsystem con?g

constitute a second 3-dimensional volume, in some embodi

FIG. 8 illustrates another embodiment of a comput

ured to detect precursory user-input preactions executed in an
instructive region and user-input action gestures executed in a

functionally-active region.
[0050]

In the depicted embodiment the input-sensing sub

system includes an input device 802 spaced aWay from a

ments. In such embodiments, the input sensing subsystem

display 804. As such, input device 802 is capable of detecting

may include a capture device 722 con?gured to detect 3-di

user input hovers staged aWay from display 804. As shoWn the
input device and the display are enclosed by separate hous
ings. HoWever, in other embodiments the input device and the
display may reside in a single housing. It Will be appreciated
that the input device may include an optical sensing sub
system, a capacitive sensing subsystem, a resistive sensing
subsystem, and/or a any other suitable sensing subsystem.
Furthermore, the functionally-active region is a sensing sur
face 806 on the input device and the instructive region is
located directly above the sensing surface. Therefore a user

mensional gestural input. In some examples, the functionally
active region and the instructive region may be positioned
relative to a user’s body 716. HoWever, in other examples the

functionally-active region and the instructive region may be
position at a predetermined distance from the display.
[0043] A predictive input cue may be presented on the
display 710 in response to the input sensing subsystem detect
ing a precursory posture performed in the instructive region
714. As previously discussed, the predictive input cue may
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may implement various inputs, such as a user-input touch and

a user-input hover, through the input device 802.

[0058] At 914, the method includes determining if a change
in the posture of the precursory user-input preaction has

A predictive input cue may be presented on the

occurred. In this Way, a user may alter the posture of the

display 804 in response to the input sensing subsystem detect
ing a precursory posture performed in the instructive region.
As previously discussed, the predictive input cue may include
a graphical representation 808 of a proposed user-input action
gesture executable in the functionally-active region and asso

precursory user-input preaction based on the predictive input

[0051]

cue. In other Words, a user may vieW the predictive input cue,

determine that the suggested input is not intended, and alter

the precursory user-input preaction accordingly.
[0059]

If it is determined that a change in the posture of the

ciated With a computing function if the precursory posture

precursory user-input preaction has occurred (i.e., YES at

corresponds to a recogniZed posture. The predictive input cue

914) the method returns to 902. HoWever, if it is determined
that a change in the posture of the precursory user-input
preaction has not occurred (i.e., NO at 914) the method
includes, at 916, detecting a successive user-input action ges
ture executed in the functionally-active region.
[0060] At 918, the method includes executing a computing
function in response to detecting the successive user-input
action gesture, the computing function corresponding to the
successive user-input action gesture. After 918 the method

may further include a contextual function previeW 810

graphically representing a foreshadoWed implementation of
the computing function.
[0052] FIG. 9 illustrates an example method 900 for teach
ing user-input techniques to a user of a computing device and

implementing computing functions responsive to user-input.
The method 900 may be implemented using the hardWare and
softWare components of the systems and devices described
herein, and/or via any other suitable hardWare and softWare

components.
[0053] At 902, method 900 includes detecting a precursory
user-input preaction staged aWay from a display in an instruc
tive region. The instructive region may be adjacent to a sens

900 ends.
[0061] FIG. 10 illustrates an example method 1000. FIG.
10 folloWs the same process How as depicted in method 900
until 916. At 1018 the method includes executing a comput

ing function corresponding to the proposed user-input action

ing surface of the display or in a three-dimensional space

gesture in response to detecting the successive user-input

aWay from the display. At 904, method 900 includes deter

action gesture. In this Way, the computing function corre

mining if the precursory user-input preaction corresponds to

sponding to the proposed user-input action gesture is imple

a recogniZed posture. Various techniques may be used to
to a recogniZed posture, as previously discussed.

mented regardless of the characteristics of the successive
user-input action gesture. Method 1000 may decrease the
time needed to process the successive user-input action ges

[0054] If the precursory user-input preaction corresponds

ture and conserve computing resources.

determine if the precursory user-input preaction corresponds
to a recogniZed posture (i.e., YES at 904), the method pro
ceeds to 906 Where it is determined if the recogniZed posture
has a preferred form. The form of the posture may be deter
mined by various characteristics of the posture, such as hand

(s) used to implement the posture, the digits used for input, the

[0062]

The systems and methods for gestural recognition

described above alloWs novice or infrequent users to quickly

learn various user-input action gestures through graphical
input cues, thereby easing the learning curve corresponding

location of the input, etc. It Will be appreciated that in some

to gestural input and decreasing user frustration.
[0063] As described With reference to FIG. 1, the above

examples, the preferred form may be a bio-mechanically

described methods and processes may be tied to a computing

effective form.
[0055] If the precursory user-input preaction does not cor
respond to a recogniZed posture (i.e., NO at 904), or if it the
recogniZed posture does not have a preferred form (i.e., NO at
906), at 908, method 900 includes presenting on a display a

24 and a data-holding subsystem 26.
[0064] Logic subsystem 24 may include one or more physi

graphical representation of a proposed precursory user-input
preaction stageable in the instructive region, as described
above.

[0056] HoWever, if the recogniZed posture has a preferred
form (i.e., YES at 906), at 910, method 900 includes present
ing on the display a graphical representation of a proposed
user-input action gesture executable in a functionally-active
region and associated With a computing function. In this Way,

system 10. Computing system 10 includes a logic subsystem

cal devices con?gured to execute one or more instructions.

For example, the logic subsystem may be con?gured to
execute one or more instructions that are part of one or more

programs, routines, objects, components, data structures, or
other logical constructs. Such instructions may be imple
mented to perform a task, implement a data type, transform
the state of one or more devices, or otherWise arrive at a

desired result. The logic subsystem may include one or more
processors that are con?gured to execute softWare instruc

tions. Additionally or alternatively, the logic subsystem may

the user may be provided With a tutorial, alloWing a user to

include one or more hardWare or ?rmware logic machines

easily learn the input gesture. It Will be appreciated that in

con?gured to execute hardWare or ?rmware instructions. The

some embodiments a plurality of graphical representations of
proposed user-input action gestures may be presented on the

nents that are distributed throughout tWo or more devices,

logic subsystem may optionally include individual compo

display.

Which may be remotely located in some embodiments. Fur

[0057] At 912, the method includes presenting on the dis
play a contextual function previeW graphically representing a
foreshadoWed implementation of the computing function on

thermore the logic subsystem 24 may be in operative com
munication With the display 12 and the input sensing sub
system 14.
[0065] Data-holding subsystem 26 may include one or
more physical devices con?gured to hold data and/or instruc

the display. This alloWs a user to vieW the implementation of

the computing function associated With the proposed user
input action gesture before a user-input action gesture is
carried out. Therefore, a user may alter subsequent gestural
input based on the contextual function previeW, in some situ
ations.

tions executable by the logic subsystem to implement the
herein described methods and processes. When such methods
and processes are implemented, the state of Data-holding
subsystem 26 may be transformed (e.g., to hold different
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data). Data-holding subsystem 26 may include removable
media and/or built-in devices. Data-holding subsystem 26
may include optical memory devices, semiconductor
memory devices, and/or magnetic memory devices, among
others. Data-holding subsystem 26 may include devices With
one or more of the following characteristics: volatile, non

8. The computing device of claim 6, Wherein the comput
ing function corresponds to one or more characteristics of the

successive user-input touch executed against the display.
9. The computing device of claim 6, further comprising:
a logic subsystem in operative communication With the

display and the input sensing subsystem; and

volatile, dynamic, static, read/Write, read-only, random

a data-holding subsystem holding instructions executable

access, sequential access, location addressable, ?le address
able, and content addressable. In some embodiments, Logic
subsystem 24 and Data-holding subsystem 26 may be inte

by the logic subsystem to present the predictive input
cue and to execute the computing function.

tion speci?c integrated circuit or a system on a chip.

10. The computing device of claim 6, Wherein the predic
tive input cue includes a contextual function previeW graphi
cally representing a foreshadoWed implementation of the

[0066] It is to be understood that the con?gurations and/or
approaches described herein are exemplary in nature, and that

computing function.
11. A computing device, comprising:

grated into one or more common devices, such as an applica

these speci?c embodiments or examples are not to be consid

a display to visually present images to a user;

ered in a limiting sense, because numerous variations are

an input sensing subsystem to detect precursory user-input

possible. The speci?c routines or methods described herein

preactions executed in an instructive region and user

may represent one or more of any number of processing

input action gestures executed in a functionally-active

strategies. As such, various acts illustrated may be performed

region; and

in the sequence illustrated, in other sequences, in parallel, or
in some cases omitted. Likewise, the order of the above

described processes may be changed.
[0067] The subject matter of the present disclosure includes
all novel and nonobvious combinations and subcombinations
of the various processes, systems and con?gurations, and

other features, functions, acts, and/or properties disclosed
herein, as Well as any and all equivalents thereof.

1. A computing device, comprising:
a display to visually present images to a user;

a natural input trainer to present a predictive input cue on

the display in response to the input sensing subsystem
detecting a precursory user-input preaction performed in
the instructive region;
an interface engine to execute a computing function in

response to the input sensing subsystem detecting a suc

cessive user-input action gesture performed in the func
tionally-active region subsequent to detection of the pre

cursory user-input preaction.
12. The computing device of claim 11, Wherein the func

an input sensing subsystem to detect user-input hovers
staged aWay from the display; and

tionally-active region is spaced aWay from the display.

a natural input trainer to present a predictive input cue on

tive input cue includes a graphical representation of a pro

the display in response to the input sensing subsystem
detecting a user-input hover staged aWay from the dis

play.
2. The computing device of claim 1, Wherein the predictive
input cue includes a graphical representation of a proposed
user-input touch executable against a touch-sensor and asso
ciated With a computing function if the user-input hover cor

responds to a recogniZed posture.
3. The computing device of claim 1, Wherein the predictive
input cue includes a graphical representation of a proposed
user-input hover stageable aWay from the display and associ
ated With a set of input gestures if the user-input hover does
not correspond to a recogniZed posture.
4. The computing device of claim 1, Wherein the natural
input trainer presents the predictive input cue after the user

input hover remains substantially stationary for a predeter
mined time period.
5. The computing device of claim 4, Wherein the natural
input trainer is con?gured to present a second predictive input
cue in response to the user-input hover remaining substan

tially stationary for a second predetermined time period.
6. The computing device of claim 1, Where the input sens

13. The computing device of claim 11, Wherein the predic

posed user-input action gesture executable in the function
ally-active region and associated With a computing function if
the precursory user-input preaction corresponds to a recog
niZed posture.
14. The computing device of claim 11, Wherein the predic
tive input cue includes a graphical representation of a pro

posed precursory user-input preaction stageable in the
instructive region and associated With a set of input gestures
if the precursory user-input preaction does not correspond to
a recogniZed posture.

15. The computing device of claim 11, further comprising:
a logic subsystem in operative communication With the

display and the input sensing subsystem; and
a data-holding subsystem holding instructions executable

by the logic subsystem to present the predictive input
cue and to execute the computing function.

16. The computing device of claim 11, Wherein the input
sensing subsystem includes a depth camera to detect 3-di

mensional gestural input.
17. The computing device of claim 11, Wherein the input
sensing subsystem includes an infrared, vision-based, touch
detection camera.

ing subsystem is con?gured to detect user-input touches
executed against the display, and the computing device fur

a computing device and implementing computing functions

ther comprises an interface engine to execute a computing

responsive to user-input comprising:

function in response to the input sensing subsystem detecting
a successive user-input touch executed against the display
subsequent to the user-input hover staged aWay from the

display.
7. The computing device of claim 6, Wherein the comput
ing function corresponds to the predictive input cue presented
in response to the user-input hover.

18. A method for teaching user-input techniques to a user of

detecting a ?rst precursory user-input preaction staged in
an instructive region;

if the ?rst precursory user-input preaction corresponds to a
recogniZed posture, presenting on a display a graphical
representation of a ?rst proposed user-input action ges
ture that is executable in a functionally-active region and
associated With a ?rst computing function;
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detecting a second precursory user-input preaction staged

19. The method of claim 18, Wherein detecting the ?rst

precursory user-input preaction includes using an infrared,

in the instructive region, the second precursory user
input preaction different than the ?rst precursory user

vision-based, touch detection camera to detect a user-input

input preaction;

hover above a display surface; and Wherein detecting the
successive user-input action gesture includes using the infra

if the second precursory user-input preaction corresponds
to a recognized posture, presenting a graphical represen
tation of a second proposed user-input action gesture

that is executable in the functionally-active region and
associated With a second computing function;
detecting a successive user-input action gesture executed
in the functionally-active region subsequent to the ?rst
precursory user-input preaction and the second precur

sory user-input preaction; and
executing the second computing function in response to

detecting the successive user-input action gesture.

red, vision-based, touch detection camera to detect a touch

against the display surface.
20. The method of claim 18, Wherein detecting the ?rst
precursory user-input preaction includes using a depth cam
era to detect a 3-dimensional gestural input in a 3-dimen

sional volume constituting the instructive region; and
Wherein detecting the successive user-input action includes
using the depth camera to detect a 3-dimensional gestural
input in a 3-dimensional volume constituting the function

ally-active region.

